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ABSTRACT
The MATLAB language has become a standard for rapid prototyping throughout all disciplines of
engineering because the environment is easy to understand and use. Many of the basic functions
included in MATLAB are those operations that are necessary to carry out larger algorithms such
as the chirp z-transform spectral zoom. These functions include, but are not limited to
mathematical operators, logical operators, array indexing, and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
However, despite its ease of use, MATLAB’s technical computing language is interpreted and
thus is not always capable of the memory management and performance of a compiled language.
There are however, several optimizations that can be made within the chirp z-transform spectral
zoom algorithm itself, and also to the MATLAB implementation in order to take full advantage of
the computing environment and lower processing time and improve memory usage. To that end,
this document’s purpose is two-fold. The first demonstrates how to perform a chirp z-transform
spectral zoom as well as an optimization within the algorithm that improves performance and
memory usage. The second demonstrates a minor MATLAB language usage technique that can
reduce overhead memory costs and improve performance.
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Foreword
This research was conducted by the Embedded Radar Processing group at the Sandia National
Laboratories site in Albuquerque, New Mexico. This Sandia group develops Synthetic Aperture
Radars (SAR’s) to produce quality, high-resolution images in real-time for several operating
modes. These SAR systems continue to push the envelope for the technology such that real-time
processing demands are becoming increasingly difficult. Therefore, any effort to optimize the
image formation process is necessary.
One approach to accomplish SAR image formation utilizes a spectral zoom operation with a chirp
z-transform. Consequently, the optimizations described within this document resulted from an
effort to reduce processing time of the computationally intensive portion of the SAR image
formation algorithm, namely the spectral zoom. The optimizations now reside in two different SAR
image formation algorithms. The first is a ground processing algorithm that utilizes MATLAB and
the second is the recently developed Sandia SAR platform MiniSAR, in which Michael Holzrichter
incorporated and adapted the mathematical portion of the optimization technique to demonstrate
real-time image formation during flight tests.
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1. Introduction & Background
The spectral zoom operation with digital signal processing has many purposes. One such
purpose is to look at a signal’s peak response within a smaller band of frequencies than the total
Nyquist frequency spectrum. This smaller range can be used to measure signal characteristics
such as transition slope, resolution, and signal bandwidth. With the standard Discrete Fourier
Transform, these measurements critically depend upon the accuracy of the interpolated zoom.
Typical frequency interpolation is accomplished by appropriately zero padding the original input
sequence. This allows for a finer point distribution over the entire set of Nyquist limited
frequencies. However, large amounts of zero padding which are sometimes required for very fine
frequency spacing, can increase computational burden considering that the spectrum of interest
may only be a fraction of the total nyquist spectrum. Also, in cases where it is necessary to
calculate a set of values at precise frequencies, zero padding may not provide the correct output
spacing without further post interpolation. There is however another technique that exists to
perform a spectral zoom operation and compensate for the deficiencies inherent with zero
padding. This technique is the chirp z-transform spectral zoom.
The chirp z-transform, or CZT, computes the z-transform along spiral contours in the z-plane for
an input sequence.
N −1

CZT ( x[ n ]) = ∑ x[ n ] ⋅ z k− n

(1)

n=0

Unlike the DFT, the CZT is not constrained to operate along the unit circle, but can evaluate the
z-transform along contours described by

zk = A ⋅W − k ,

k = 0,..., M − 1

(2)

where A is the complex starting point, W is a complex scalar describing the complex ratio
between points on the contour, and M is the length of the transform. For example, the CZT can
be used to evaluate points along the generic spiral given in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Generic Z-Plane Spiral Contour
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For the spectral zoom operation, we limit the chirp z-transform to the region of the unit circle,
because we are only interested in some portion of the frequency spectrum. This means that both
A and W are both complex exponential scalars with unity magnitude. In order to better
understand how the spectral zoom operation is set up with this respect, all one needs to know is
that A is the complex starting point (on the unit circle), W is a complex scalar describing the
complex ratio between points on the contour (point spacing), and M is the length of the transform.
So, we can define a zoom region that begins at A, and ends at (M-1)*W. This zoom region has
uniformly spaced points in a subsection of the unit circle, the whole unit circle, or it can even
rotate around the unit circle more than 1 time. This is respectively equivalent to a subsection of
the Nyquist frequency spectrum, all of the Nyquist frequency spectrum, or a partially duplicated
set of the Nyquist frequency spectrum. The first option is the case of interest and is convenient
because the spectral zoom can start at any arbitrary point and end at any arbitrary point, with a
density defined by the user when the chirp z-transform is used. This is a more direct and exact
method of calculating a spectral zoom as opposed to zero padding a DFT and interpolating to
desired point locations.
In order to proceed into the MATLAB optimization of the spectral zoom, it is first necessary to look
at how the chirp-z transform is evaluated efficiently; and second it is necessary to review how the
czt is implemented in MATLAB. Once these are outlined, the discussion of optimization and
MATLAB coding optimization can be discussed.
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CZT Algorithm

X [ m ] = CZT ( x[ n ]) =

N −1

∑ x[ n ] ⋅ z

−n

n=0

N −1

∑

x[ n ] ⋅ z − n =

n=0

(3)
z = A ⋅W

−m

∑ x[ n ] ⋅ ( A ⋅ W )
N −1

−m −n

(4)

n=0

=

N −1

∑ x[ n ] ⋅ A

−n

⋅W

mn

(5)

n=0

m 2 + n 2 (m − n )
−
2
2

2

Note: mn =

=

N −1

∑ x[ n ] ⋅ A

−n

(6)

⋅W

m 2 + n 2 ( m − n )2
−
2
2

(7)

n=0

=W

m2
2

N −1

⋅ ∑ x[ n ] ⋅ A

−n

⋅W

n2
2

⋅W

−

( m − n )2
2

(8)

n=0

=W

m2
2

⎡⎛
⋅ ⎢ ⎜ x[ n ] ⋅ A − n ⋅ W
⎢⎣ ⎜⎝

n2
2

⎞
⎟ ∗W
⎟
⎠

−

n2
2

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

(9)

Convolution Operator

CZT ( x[ n ]) = W

m2
2

⎡
⎛
⋅ IFFT ⎢ FFT ⎜ x[ n ] ⋅ A − n ⋅ W
⎜
⎢⎣
⎝

n2
2

⎞
⎛ −n
⎟ ⋅ FFT ⎜ W 2
⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝

2

⎞⎤
⎟⎥
⎟⎥
⎠⎦

( 10 )

As can be seen from the above algorithm, the CZT can be implemented as a circular convolution
or equivalently as 2 FFT’s, 1 IFFT and 4 complex multiply’s. The documentation and
implementation follows:
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MATLAB CZT Documentation
(The following is provided by The MathWorks Inc.)

czt
Chirp z-transform

Syntax
•
•

y = czt(x,m,w,a)
y = czt(x)

Description
y = czt(x,m,w,a) returns the chirp z-transform of signal x. The chirp z-transform is the ztransform of x along a spiral contour defined by w and a. m is a scalar that specifies the length of
the transform, w is the ratio between points along the z-plane spiral contour of interest, and scalar
a is the complex starting point on that contour. The contour, a spiral or "chirp" in the z-plane, is
given by
•

z = a*(w.^-(0:m-1))

y = czt(x) uses the following default values:
•
•
•

m = length(x)
w = exp(-j*2*pi/m)
a=1

With these defaults, czt returns the z-transform of x at m equally spaced points around the unit
circle. This is equivalent to the discrete Fourier transform of x, or fft(x). The empty matrix []
specifies the default value for a parameter.
If x is a matrix, czt(x,m,w,a) transforms the columns of x.
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MATLAB Implementation - Signal Processing Toolbox
(The following is provided by The MathWorks Inc.)
function g = czt(x, k, w, a)
%
%
%
%
%
%

Author(s): C. Denham, 1990.
J. McClellan, 7-25-90, revised
C. Denham, 8-15-90, revised
T. Krauss, 2-16-93, updated help
Copyright 1988-2005 The MathWorks, Inc.
$Revision: 1.7 $ $Date: 2002/04/15 01:10:37 $

[m, n] = size(x); oldm = m;
if m == 1, x = x(:); [m, n] = size(x); end
if nargin < 2, k = length(x); end
if nargin < 3, w = exp(-i .* 2 .* pi ./ k); end
if nargin < 4, a = 1; end
if any([size(k) size(w) size(a)]~=1),
error('Inputs M, W and A must be scalars.')
end
%------- Length for power-of-two fft.
nfft = 2^nextpow2(m+k-1);
%------- Premultiply data.
kk = ( (-m+1):max(k-1,m-1) ).';
kk2 = (kk .^ 2) ./ 2;
ww = w .^ (kk2);
% <----- Chirp filter is 1./ww
nn = (0:(m-1))';
aa = a .^ ( -nn );
aa = aa.*ww(m+nn);
y = x .* aa(:,ones(1,n));
%------- Fast convolution via FFT.
fy
fv
fy
g

=
=
=
=

fft( y, nfft );
fft( 1 ./ ww(1:(k-1+m)), nfft );
fy .* fv(:,ones(1, n));
ifft( fy );

% <----- Chirp filter.

%------- Final multiply.
g = g( m:(m+k-1), : ) .* ww( m:(m+k-1),ones(1, n) );

if oldm == 1, g = g.'; end
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In order to use the CZT as a spectral zoom, the following example is given. This same example
will also be performed with the optimization technique presented in the “Detailed Analysis”
section.

Example – MATLAB CZT Documentation
(The following is provided by The MathWorks Inc.)
This example illustrates the use of czt to zoom in on a narrow-band section (100 to 150 Hz) of a
filter's frequency response.
First design the filter:
•

h = fir1(30,125/500,rectwin(31)); % filter

Establish frequency and CZT parameters:
•
•
•
•

fs = 1000; f1 = 100; f2 = 150; % in hertz
m = 1024;
w = exp(-j*2*pi*(f2-f1)/(m*fs));
a = exp(j*2*pi*f1/fs);

Compute both the DFT and CZT of the filter:
•
•

y = fft(h,1000);
z = czt(h,m,w,a);

Create frequency vectors and compare the results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fy = (0:length(y)-1)'*1000/length(y);
fz = ((0:m-1)'*(f2-f1)/m) + f1;
plot(fy(1:500),abs(y(1:500))); axis([1 500 0 1.2])
title('FFT')
figure
plot(fz,abs(z)); axis([f1 f2 0 1.2])
title('CZT')

Figure 2: Plot function output for the MATLAB example

2. Overview & Summary
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In using the chirp z-transform for a spectral zoom, the W and A parameters that define the zplane contour are constrained to be scalars on the unit circle. Therefore there exists an
optimization with calculating the necessary complex multiplication factors. Recall that the CZT
requires

CZT ( x [ n ] ) = W

m2
2

⎡
⋅ IFFT ⎢ FFT
⎢⎣

⎛
⎜ x[ n ] ⋅ A − n ⋅ W
⎜
⎝

n2
2

⎞
⎟ ⋅ FFT
⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜W
⎜
⎝

−

n2
2

⎞⎤
⎟⎥
⎟⎥
⎠⎦

where Both W and A are raised to a power. The optimization then is that instead of raising the
passed arguments of W and A to a power, calculate the exponent as a multiply then perform the
regular exponential table look up to evaluate. The benefit is that this can significantly cut down on
the operations required to perform a czt. Also, if the czt is to be called repetitiously, most of the
exponents can be calculated external to the loop, again significantly reducing the number of
operations required. The final optimization reduces some of the overhead memory required and
slightly improves performance in evaluating the czt. This comes about from performing direct
operation function calls. A more detailed explanation of both optimizations is presented in the
following section.
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3. Detailed Analysis
CZT Optimization for Spectral Zoom
Note that in the implementation of a spectral zoom, both W and A are defined with the following
MATLAB expressions:
w = exp(-j*2*pi*(f2-f1)/(m*fs));
a = exp(j*2*pi*f1/fs);
Both of these are exponentials and scalars, and therefore there exists a simple optimization of the
CZT. Recall that the CZT requires

CZT ( x [ n ] ) = W

m2
2

⎡
⋅ IFFT ⎢ FFT
⎢⎣

⎛
⎜ x[ n ] ⋅ A − n ⋅ W
⎜
⎝

n2
2

⎞
⎟ ⋅ FFT
⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜W
⎜
⎝

−

n2
2

⎞⎤
⎟⎥
⎟⎥
⎠⎦

Both W and A are raised to a power. The MATLAB implementation carries this out as follows:

kk = ( (-m+1):max(k-1,m-1) ).';
kk2 = (kk .^ 2) ./ 2;
nn = (0:(m-1))';
ww = w .^ (kk2);
aa = a .^ ( -nn );
ww and aa are the W and A functions with their associated powers to be used in the CZT
algorithm above. The optimization of calculating both ww and aa is a direct result of the property
of raising an exponential to a power. Namely:

(e )

x n

= e x ⋅n

Therefore, instead of using a function that has W and A passed as arguments and each is raised
to a power, incorporate the CZT function body as part of your spectral zoom code and calculate
the exponent as a vector multiplication then evaluate the exponential. The final product is given in
the next example.
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Example
First design the filter:
•

h = fir1(30,125/500,rectwin(31)); % filter

Establish frequency and CZT parameters:
•
•

fs = 1000; f1 = 100; f2 = 150;
m = 1024;

% in hertz

% Begin Spectral Zoom Optimization CZT
[k, n] = size(h); oldk = k;
if k == 1, h = h(:); [k, n] = size(h); end
%------- Length for power-of-two fft.
nfft = 2^nextpow2(k+m-1);
%------- Premultiply data.
kk = ( (-k+1):max(m-1,k-1) ).';
kk2 = (kk .^ 2) ./ 2;
ww = exp(-j*2*pi*(f2-f1)/(m*fs)*kk2);
nn = (0:(k-1))';
aa = exp(-j*2*pi*f1/fs .* nn );
aa = aa.*ww(k+nn);
y = h .* aa(:,ones(1,n));
%------- Fast convolution via FFT.
fy
fv
fy
z

=
=
=
=

fft( y, nfft );
fft( 1 ./ ww(1:(m-1+k)), nfft );
fy .* fv(:,ones(1, n));
ifft( fy );

% <----- Chirp filter.

%------- Final multiply.
z = z( k:(k+m-1), : ) .* ww( k:(k+m-1),ones(1, n) );

if oldk == 1, z = z.'; end
% End Spectral Zoom Optimization CZT
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Compute the DFT of the filter:
•

y = fft(h,1000);

Create frequency vectors and compare the results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fy = (0:length(y)-1)'*1000/length(y);
fz = ((0:m-1)'*(f2-f1)/m) + f1;
plot(fy(1:500),abs(y(1:500))); axis([1 500 0 1.2])
title('FFT')
figure
plot(fz,abs(z)); axis([f1 f2 0 1.2])
title('CZT')

Figure 3: Plot function output for the MATLAB example with czt optimization

The optimization for this example has a 61% reduction in the total time required to run as seen
from 10000 trials. However, for simple examples, like the one above, the optimization is not
overtly noticeable since the running time of the code is sub second. Therefore, for simple cases it
is much easier to evoke the MATLAB czt function. As stated earlier though, if the czt is to be
called repetitiously, the exponents can be calculated external to the loop, again significantly
reducing the number of operations required and the reduction will accumulate in each repetition
making this optimization indispensable.
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Other General MATLAB Optimizations
Most of the additional optimizations involve un-nesting vector operations and using the direct
function call for the mathematical operators as opposed to the symbolic notation. By un-nesting
vector operators the interpreter can more readily identify the operations to be carried out when
moving from line to line. This will not make a large performance improvement in a function that is
only called once, but when operations are continuously performed, the benefit of un-nesting
commands becomes noticeable. The benefit in using direct function calls for operators as
opposed to their symbolic notation is that some of the program overhead is removed for the
interpreter. Again, this will not be largely noticeable in a single function call, but becomes
noticeable when a function is repeatedly called.
The following example incorporates the algorithm optimization from the preceding section, as well
as all the general MATLAB optimizations of un-nesting vector operations and using direct function
calls.

Example
First design the filter:
•

h = fir1(30,125/500,rectwin(31)); % filter

Establish frequency and CZT parameters:
•
•

fs = 1000; f1 = 100; f2 = 150;
m = 1024;

% in hertz

% Begin Spectral Zoom Optimization CZT
[k, n] = size(h); oldk = k;
if k == 1, h = h(:); [k, n] = size(h); end
%------- Length for power-of-two fft.
nfft = power(2,nextpow2(k+m-1));
%------- Premultiply data.
kk = transpose([(-k+1):max(m-1,k-1)]);
kk2 = times(kk,kk)./2;
wPow = times(-j*2*pi*(f2-f1)/(m*fs) , [kk2]);
ww = exp(wPow);
nn = transpose([0:(k-1)]);
aPow = times(-j*2*pi*f1/fs , [nn] );
aa = exp(aPow);
aa = times(aa , ww(k+nn));
y = times(h , aa);
%------- Fast convolution via FFT.
fy
fv
fy
z

=
=
=
=

fft(y,nfft);
fft(1./[ww(1:(m-1+k))],nfft);
times(fy,fv);
ifft(fy);

% <----- Chirp filter.
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%------- Final multiply.
z = times(z(k:(k+m-1)),ww(k:(k+m-1)));
if oldk == 1, z = transpose(z); end
% End Spectral Zoom Optimization CZT
Compute the DFT of the filter:
•

y = fft(h,1000);

Create frequency vectors and compare the results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fy = (0:length(y)-1)'*1000/length(y);
fz = ((0:m-1)'*(f2-f1)/m) + f1;
plot(fy(1:500),abs(y(1:500))); axis([1 500 0 1.2])
title('FFT')
figure
plot(fz,abs(z)); axis([f1 f2 0 1.2])
title('CZT')

Figure 4: Plot function output for the MATLAB example with czt and general MATLAB
optimizations

The optimization in this example has a 71% reduction in the total time required to run as seen
from 10000 trials. This is an additional 23% improvement over the algorithm optimization alone
and is noticeable as a 10% overall performance boost.
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4. Conclusions
We have seen that the chirp z-transform spectral zoom is a simple algorithm to implement when
done as a fast convolution with 2 FFT’s, 1 IFFT and 4 complex multiply’s. There are also several
advantages of the algorithm over a standard zero-padded DFT. One advantage is that the czt
eliminates the need for interpolation, while providing the desired linear point spacing and density
over any range of the nyquist frequency spectrum. This makes it an excellent algorithm for many
applications that utilize a spectral zoom such as spectrum measurements, computed tomography
(CT) image reconstruction, and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image formation. This report
acknowledges the usefulness of the chirp z-transform spectral zoom and shows that a
mathematical optimization can be performed to increase performance by ~61% (MATLAB
algorithm optimization) over the standard chirp z-transform spectral zoom. This paper further
demonstrates that additional optimizations can be performed within the MATLAB language that
additionally boost performance over the original czt by 10%. The mathematical optimization,
which is not limited to MATLAB, is incredibly useful when deployed into larger applications of the
czt spectral zoom such as SAR image formation. However, when used in conjunction with the
MATLAB language optimizations, the algorithm performance enhancements make MATLAB a
practical tool in cases where it previously may not have been feasible.
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